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ABOUT US

CONTACT 

SCS 

Engineering Surveyors 

are fully compliant with the 

strict CASA regulations and are fully 

insured to carry out UAV operations. A detailed 

risk assessment is carried out for each flight and all UAVs 

are highly maintained to comply with a strict maintenance 

program to be authorised as airworthy. All UAV operators are CASA certified 

and highly capable to perform any task. Our multidiscipline team ensures that all 

work is carried out with best practice ensuring that all our clients receive the 

highest level of advice, service and data.

www.scssurveyors.com.au
CALL 1800 00 SURVEY

Info@scssurveyors.com.au



UAV 
APPLICATIONS

INSPECTIONS

Safely and quickly conduct inspections using UAVs;

- Reduce inspection costs

- Eliminates the need for scaffolding or rope access

- Live inspection video feed

MODELS & MAPPING

Quickly and accurately capture high quality survey data;

- Digital Surface Models

- Generated point clouds

- Volume calculations

- 3D video fly-through

- 3D PDFs

- Geo-referenced othromosaics

AGRICULTURE 

Monitor crops with high quality imagery;

- Improving yield

- Monitoring crop health

- Reducing input

SCS Engineering 
Surveyors are a results driven company 

able to offer innovative UAV solutions to our clients.

All our UAVs are easily deployable, display viewable live footage, allow 
programmable routes and record flight paths, while our specialty UAVs 

feature customisable payload options; gimbaled 4K camera, thermal/infrared 
camera, NDVI camera and water sampling payloads.

Our fleet of specialised UAVs provide a solution for all applications and coupled with 
our tailored software enables a streamlined workflow to ensure we achieve our goal 

of reducing  costs, saving time and improving safety.



SERVICES WE CAN PROVIDE INCLUDE:

REAL ESTATE 

(COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL)
Unedited or edited photos
Raw or edited video clips
High resolution aerial photos at recorded
 position and RL
360° Panorama views
3D virtual tours of property

SURVEYING / GIS / MAPPING
Georeferenced orthomosaics
Point clouds
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs)
Fly through videos
Volume surveys
Contour models

ASSET INSPECTION SERVICES
Bridge
Wind turbines
Mobile phone towers
Power poles
Chimney
High rise buildings

AGRICULTURE
Crop health analysis inspections
Yield forecasting
Damage assessment
Resource planning
Erosion mapping

MINING / QUARRYING
3D models
Fly throughs
Rehabilitation assessments
Infrastructure assessments
Site plans
Stockpile volumes

CONSTRUCTION
Progress reports
Planning / site management

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Flood damage
Bush fire damage
Water Testing

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY / FILMING
Raw footage
Post processed to final product
Promotional videos
Events and field days
Advertising

SCS Engineering 
Surveyors are a results driven company 

able to offer innovative UAV solutions to our clients.

All our UAVs are easily deployable, display viewable live footage, allow 
programmable routes and record flight paths, while our specialty UAVs 

feature customisable payload options; gimbaled 4K camera, thermal/infrared 
camera, NDVI camera and water sampling payloads.

Our fleet of specialised UAVs provide a solution for all applications and coupled with 
our tailored software enables a streamlined workflow to ensure we achieve our goal 

of reducing  costs, saving time and improving safety.


